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About This Game

For the past few years, you've been writing bestselling novels based on the stories you've heard told by the ghosts who visit you
at midnight. But tonight you have a special visitor, Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States! Go back in time
and find the treasure of the Knights of the Golden Circle, a secret Confederate order, before Lincoln's enemies do! Follow the
clues, learn about famous people and places from the American Civil War in this fascinating Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure

game.

*Collector's Edition Includes:
-Bonus chapter featuring Jesse James

-Collectibles
-Unlimited Hidden-Object Puzzles mode
-Interactive character bios and art gallery

-Screensavers and wallpapers
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TL;DR: Buggy but still playable. Randomly generated plants are fun to look at, especially the trees. Graphics are beautiful.
Audio's kinda bad -- repetitive soundtrack, very few sound effects, but it doesn't take away from the enjoyment. Overall it's a
pleasant experience that you can only get here.

Getting more in-depth, there're a couple things to know if you want to enjoy this game.

First, there's a trash-bin to your left. Use that to get rid of the pot currently on your desk, or throw away seeds that you don't
particularly like. Note that doing that second thing makes the seed count glitch out, and you'll end up opening a brand new seed
packet to find anywhere from one to four seeds inside. It's still kinda worth it, because otherwise your seed drawer fills up with
junk.

Second, you can't edit or delete entries in your seed journal (from what I can tell), so only record ones you actually care about,
and make sure it's accurate before you send it in. Also, you might encounter a glitch where you enter the seed journal to find an
entry already open, right-click out of it, and discover your cursor is stuck in the middle of the screen. Just back out, go back in,
close the entry, and this time it'll work. Having to do that every time does get old, though...

Third, you can rotate the circular thingy on your desk if you want to get a better look at your current plant, and you can put
multiple plants in certain pots. Using planters to try out your five newest seeds at once is recommended.

Lastly, there's a bug where, if you try to grab a new pot when one is already on your desk, you'll get stuck halfway between the
pot shelf and your desk, and you'll have to exit to the menu and start the day over. That one kinda sucks, so watch out.

The rest of the issues are kinda minor. A few typos, a noticeable lack of sound effects, disappointing randomly generated plants,
an overabundance of sameface succulents, the depressing sense that the main character has no friends and never ventures
outside... but it's really more good than bad. You get to settle into a comfortable routine of discovering new plants, filing them
away in your notebook, fulfilling requests, and acquiring new pots. You get to experience the frustration of just starting out, the
pang of rejection, and the satisfaction of a job well done. Eventually, you're putting together genuinely beautiful arrangements
using your best finds and your shiniest pots, and that feels pretty good. And the trees actually look amazing; they're my favorite
part of the game.

So if that sounds like a good time to you, and you don't mind the price, I very much recommend this game.. Not a great fan of
the music, but more importantly the physics seem off. A ball will roll down a slope apparently not picking up any speed, and
will quite often hit a wall and just stop instead of rebounding in any way. This can make it hard to play the ball for the next shot,
as its either obscured by the wall or you can't look down far enough to get your cursor on the ball.
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I also found the controls jittery and there is no way that I could see to adjust mouse sensitivity or fine-tune graphics. I couldn't
really tell any difference in gra[hics playing on fastest or the highest setting - maybe if I did a side by side comparison it might
have been more obvious.

Also the way the trees and flowers shiver and vibrate is frankly disturbing.
. In the critical real world = 2\/10

In the cut them a break; it's not a AAA game, It's a few bucks and quite a fun little game you'd expect to find at like an arcade,
kind of "world" = 7\/10

I'm actually quite enjoying the game. Only on the second mission but still. I got it for $1.97 and I'd gladly give them double just
to help the devs out. It does support Logitech Extreme 3d pro joystick. Probably supports others but that's the one I got. The
default controls are wonky and weird. So definitely rebind your keys.

Pros:
Quick, fun little dogfighting game
Pretty good landscape\/background\/ground textures\/graphics actually
Interesting plane\/ship models
Controls are fairly responsive once you rebind them
Pretty good arcade style physics, speed is key
Joystick support
Unlimited ammo, regenerative health
Pretty "diverse" set of locations considering

Cons:
Graphics are obviously overall pretty dated but clearly some love was put into them. (Not a biggie)
Voice acting was pretty "bad." But didn't bother me
Horrible default keybindings (especially for joystick)
No graphical\/audio options. Though any computer post 2008 can run the game but still. Would have liked to downsampled the
game to get rid of the little bit of aliasing here and there.
Few UI issues here and there, no biggie
No ECM\/Chaff to help with avoiding lock on missiles, must dodge
Only 6 missions. I want MORE and I'm only halfway through it

Overall: I'd say grab the game (even at normal price, $2.99) if you're into quick, fun, indie games that had some effort put into
them, are updated, and aren't blatant cash grabs. Which this is NOT. Or if you enjoy dogfighting games. Let me be clear, this
isn't an Ace Combat game, it isn't a AAA game, it doesn't have much of a story, or really a top knotch anything. BUT if you just
want to have some quick dogfighting fun in fairly large aerial battles pick this up, help a small time developer who isn't all that
bad. I'm only the second mission but really wanted to review thiis because I was actually pretty impressed considering. I didn't
go in with high expectations and am pleasently surprised "SO FAR."

Pick it up. You spend more on a cup of Joe.
. Just a basic kill zombie game. Not a lot of content. Go in the dungeon and kill zombies until you die. Then repeat. Held my
attention for all of about 10 minutes. Would of rather spent the money on Tetris.. For $3 and you have a Vive, get this now. No
questions you will love it.. Love the game even in its Aplha stages but at this time still crashing on save games. If you have any
interest in pistol shooting sports get this game! Totally worth 20 bucks. unlimited replayability, includes a stage designer, lots of
guns to choose from, and tons of target and steel options. If you like the prospect of pistol competition without ammo and match
costs just buy it you wont regret it.. Unfortunately for fangirls, Birthday Suiting Up is not a valid option in this dlc.
Like their male gaming counterparts they simply dress up their genderbent characters in smexy clothes.
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Wonderful puzzle game packed with charm and smarts. Fantastic puzzle design can at times drive you to brink of madness
trying to figure out how to get a perfect score, especially on the later levels.
Cannot recommend this enough.. It has a lot of potential but there is too much cheese in the game:

 1. dirt is mightier than the sword:
 you can trap any monster by building a wall on top of it: I went out at night and trapped every dog that came my way and raided
every camp with ease. PRO TIP: if you need more free hits then just trap it with a stronger material.

 Solution:
 i. don't allow building on top of monsters.
 ii. monsters that are trapped start smashing walls in 12 seconds.

2. monsters cannot go through their own doors!
 This makes it far too easy to: surround yourself with a wall, dig your way in, and then cheese the monsters by building over
them.

 Solution:
 i. monsters can go through doors
 ii. monsters return to guard the house after 12 seconds of inactivity.
 iii. monsters immediatly attack walls that are built inside of an inclosed area.

3. Archers are easily cheesed by building a single wall to block arrows.

 Solution:
i. add a chance that the arrow will break the object and continue forward.
ii. add a chance that the arrow will slow the target by 10% and increase hunger by 100% for 12 seconds stacking up to 10 times.

4. Monsters rarely will test your defenses.

Solution:
 i. some monsters attack dirt walls to get to you
 ii. some monsters attack stone walls to get to you
 iii. dirt walls break when a dog is within 1 tile.

PS: I would also like to see a book of Magic introduced that uses materials as regents (think Ultima Online).. all dlc in this game
are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing trash. WIEEEEEERD
. Has a good and working menu, but gets old after 5 minutes.. For a game made on Blender it runs pretty well
its addictive as hell though.. Fun game. Dosen't take a long time to download, Good if you are bored and wanna play a fun game
this is the one. Once you deal with the whole exceeds 2gbs of ram ordeal, its one of the best rts' i've played. It runs very
smoothly and each faction is very unique yet very simple to use. There's cool mechanics like hiding in trees and proning to
become hidden. It's like a prettier, more detailed version of command and conquer generals....but better. That's saying alot.. This
isn't functional enough to review positively.
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